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Abstract

XPath is a popular topic of research. Unfortunately, many
papers interpret the XPath 1.0 standard incorrectly or
use a subset of XPath. Unlike such works, Generative
XPath [GXPATH] is a complete XPath 1.0 implementa-
tion, which is also of interest from a theoretical point of
view. No recursion construction is used, except for list
comprehension and morphisms. This paper gives infor-
mal semantics of the main operations, highlighting what
is often missed, overlooked, or just not obvious for XML
non-specialists.

XPath to code

XPath [XPATH] is a language for addressing parts of an
XML document. In the first approximation, an XPath
expression is either 1) an XPath expression, filtered by
predicates, either 2) a series of steps. A step consists of
an axis with a node test and zero or more predicates. Ex-
amples of XPath expressions:

child::*/child::para
/child::doc/child::chapter[@type=’warning’][5]

The main data type in XPath is a node set, a collec-
tion of unordered, unique nodes. But due to technical
implementation reasons, we use an ordered list, and also
allow duplicates during intermediate calculations. XPath
expressions can return scalar values, in this case we rep-
resent them as a list of one element.

XPath expressions are translated to code blocks with
the free variables c, k and n, which are the context node,
position and size, respectively. The parent code block is
responsible for correct binding of these variables. Sorting
the returned nodes in the document order is also the task
of the parent block.

The most complex thing is compiling expressions with
predicates: (expr)[pred1 ]...[predn ]. It is equivalent to
(expr [pred1 ])...[predn ], therefore it is enough to show how
expr [pred ] is compiled.

(list-ec
(:list Mc (gx:send-position-count-context

(gx:sidoaed <<code for ‘‘expr’’>> ))
(if (gx:with-position-count-context (k n c) Mc

(gx:predicate-to-boolean
k <<code for ‘‘pred’’>> )))

(gx:with-position-count-context (k n c) Mc c)))

The code is written in the programming language
Scheme [R5RS], the list comprehension library SRFI-42
[EGNER] is used. An equivalent code, written in the tra-
ditional list comprehension notation, might look this way.

[ c | Mc← gx:send-position-count-context
(gx:sidoaed «code for “expr”»),

(k, n, c) = gx:with-position-count-context Mc,
gx:predicate-to-boolean k «code for “expr”» ]

• First, expr is evaluated.

• Before applying the predicates to the node set, the
function gx:sidoaed sorts it in the document order.
It’s one of the most often overlooked tasks.

• The helper function gx:send-position-count-con-
text annotates the nodes in the node set, adding the
context position and the size of the set to each node.

• The macro gx:with-position-count-context un-
packs the annotated node and binds the variables k,
n and c.

• The result of evaluating pred needs interpretation. If
it is a number, than the actual result is k = pred .
Again, research papers sometimes ignore this step.
Finally, the result is converted to a boolean. If it is
true, the node is takes, otherwise discarded.

As an optimization, we can omit calling gx:sidoaed for
pred2 and the following predicates, as filtering retains the
order of nodes in node sets.

The same approach is used to compile an XPath step.
The only difference is that the call to gx:sidoaed isn’t
needed at all, as the axes query functions return the nodes
in the correct order. Note that for four axes the correct
order is the reverse document order.

Joining steps is easy: step1/steps is compiled to:

(list-ec
(:list c «code for ‘‘step1’’»),
(:list c2 «code for ‘‘steps’’»),
c2))

The second non-trivial component of GXPath is the
implementation of the function gx:sidoaed (the name
means “sort in document order and eliminate duplicates”).
It is nearly the literal transcription of the quicksort exam-
ple from [SORTING], expressed in the terms of the binary
tree hylomorphism. The only difference is how the list is
partitioned. One step of processing is comparing the me-
dian node with the current node.
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• If the median node comes before the current node in
the document, then the current node is put into the
greater-than partition.

• If the median comes after the node, then the node is
put into the less-than partition.

• If the median and the node are the same, the node is
discarded.

• What’s not always obvious: the median and the node
can be from different documents. (For example, due
to using variables or the function document().) In this
case we put the node into the greater-than partition.

Many functions (including type conversions such as
gx:string), when applied to a non-empty node set, are
actually applied to the first node of the node set, and the
rest nodes are thrown away.

For the most cases, equality and relational expressions
“expr1 op expr2 ” can be evaluated as:

or [gx:type(e1) op gx:type(e2) | e1 ← expr1, e2 ← expr2]

In short, the result is true when op is true for at least one
node from expr1 and one node from expr2 , converted to
some type. But when expr1 (or expr2 ) is a boolean value,
the second expression is converted to a boolean, and the
booleans are compared.

The peculiarities of XPath are enumerated, and the
rest is quite simple. Just don’t forget about types and
about using gx:sidoaed in appropriate places. For ex-
ample, expr1 + expr2 is compiled to (gx:unit makes an
one-element list from a scalar value):

(gx:unit
(+ (gx:number (gx:sidoaed «code for ‘‘expr1’’»))

(gx:number (gx:sidoaed «code for ‘‘expr2’’»)))))

Conclusion
There is a set of irregularities in XPath, but they are not
fatal. It is possible to compile XPath expressions to such
code, that the only recursion forms are list comprehen-
sions and morphisms. Generative XPath is an implemen-
tation of this idea in Scheme. The system can be used as a
testbed for applying algebra of programming to practice.
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